Abstract—This article proposes to employ one of the most up to date theories of emotion - the theory of constructed emotion - for engineering and validating requirements. We first provide an overview of different theories of emotion and indicate where the theory of constructed emotion lies in relation to these theories. After that, we describe possible advantages in applying theory of constructed emotion to requirements engineering. Thereafter, we postulate how the theory of constructed emotion could be applied in requirements engineering. We then hypothesize how the theory of constructed could be supported by appropriate methods and tools. Finally, we draw conclusions, and sketch the research agenda in applying the theory of constructed emotion in requirements engineering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rosalind Picard pioneered affective computing in 1995 as “computing that relates to, arises from, or influences emotions” [1]. This research field bridges the gap between humans and machines and especially focuses on human emotions. Affective computing has gained attention from various domains, including neuroscience, psychology, education, medicine, sociology, and computer science. In software engineering, emotions have been studied in different phases of the software lifecycle. For example, in the requirements engineering phase, emotions and sentiment analysis support the user requirements prioritization process. The study [2] analyzes the biometric data complementing the interviews to prioritize requirements for product improvement and steer the interviews based on the engagement of the users. The user feedback obtained from the app stores and Twitter has also been analyzed for the emotions or sentiments by the users expressed in textual reviews for improving the software [3]. [4]. Another research direction focuses on the emotions felt by developers and shows the impact of this factor on their productivity [5]. [6].

For measuring the emotional state of a person, several methods are used based on the existing psychological theories. One method is analyzing words and sentences and assigning weights to emotional words, such as love, shame, and hate. Multiple tools can be used for deducing the emotional state like SentiStrength, Stanford NLP sentiment analyzer, and NLTK. Another method is to utilize biometric data such as eye gaze, heart rate, and galvanic skin response for deducing a subject’s emotional state [2], [5]. The current research also analyzes the usage of emoticons and emojis for emotional awareness and understanding [7].

The research results presented in the exciting studies [8]–[11] have revealed that software engineers fail to give fair consideration to emotional needs by users when designing systems and considering emotional needs has not been successfully mapped to the software engineering field [12]. Therefore, with this research vision we return one step backward and propose to employ for this purpose another existing theory - the theory of constructed emotion. In this paper, we pose and partially answer the following research questions to foster the discussion and find synergies from the discussions among the research community:

- **RQ1:** What are the advantages of grounding the elicitation of emotional requirements in the theory of constructed emotion?
- **RQ2:** Where can requirements be applied that have been elicited by explicitly considering the theory of constructed emotion?
- **RQ3:** How can this theory be supported by the practical methods and tools?

II. BACKGROUND

Theories of emotion can be divided into theories of basic emotion, appraisal theories of emotion, and dimensional emotion theories. According to the theories of basic emotion, there exists a set of innate discrete emotions shared among different organisms that appear to be similar and comparable across different cultures and societies [13]. Paul Ekman claims that the six basic emotions are anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise [14]. In appraisal emotion theories, emotions are viewed as judgements by an individual concerning the relationships between events and the individual’s environment [15]–[17]. Dimensional emotion theories declare that affective states are produced by combinations of the same elementary components [18], the most agreed ones among them being the type of valence and extent of arousal [19]. Valence and arousal determine affects, which are not emotions but much simpler feelings [20]. Valence characterizes how pleasant or unpleasant one feels, while the feature of arousal is concerned with how calm or excited one feels. The immediacy of affects, and the subsequent bodily responses make them easier to be automatically detected using physiological measures, such as
detecting excitement with a heart rate measure. Such reactions are often quantifiable after a single engagement with the technology in question, for purposes such as evaluating the effects of technostress or pleasure during online trading.

There is an increasing amount of evidence that emotions experienced by us are socially constructed in three embedded contexts: in-the-moment interactions, relationships, and cultural contexts [21]. This claim is also backed by findings in neuroscience [22]. According to the theory of constructed emotion [22], a human brain invisibly constructs everything one experiences, including emotions. Emotions are constructed in the brain, in concordance with the goals aimed to be achieved and the situations in which we are. For example, if the goal is romantic love, the emotions Passionate, Longing and Lustful might be constructed which make this goal more attainable. Differently, if the goal to be attained is tough love or brotherly love, respective instances of the emotions disciplined and bonded might be constructed [23]. The brain may also combine existing emotions to construct an instance of a new emotion. For example, the Japanese emotional concept of “mono no aware” stands for the despair felt at the impermanence and transience of life, especially in its most satisfying moments when our love for others, and their need for us, feels so unexpectedly overwhelming – and life so very fragile and temporary – that we become very sad [24]. This is a good example of a complex emotion that is constructed from other emotions, such as feeling love, sadness and overwhelmedness at the same time. Directly arising from this example, the advantages of the theory of constructed emotion in requirements engineering is its capability to support representation of complex emotions and real-life situations to which these emotions relate. This is very important in designing systems, such as a smart home or systems for supporting healthy lifestyles. This provides a preliminary answer to our first research question that was stated in Section I.

III. APPLICATION OF THEORY IN RE

We will next postulate the advantages of grounding the elicitation of emotional requirements in the theory of constructed emotion.

First, when eliciting emotional requirements, we should be holistically dealing with situations rather than with discrete emotions, such as joy and anger. For example, when we are eliciting requirements for e-learning software, a virtual tutor should be embedded in particular learning situations, such as studying mathematics at home, where it should reinforce the learning process of a student by constructing relevant emotions in the student within the interactions of the learning process [25]. Moreover, an e-learning environment could even be capable of creating by means of virtual reality the simulated situations for which we learn, which include emotional experiences [26]. From e-learning we can generalize that human-computer interactions should be explicitly designed to support the creation of positive experiences in users of technology [27].

Second, emotion words have been shown to form a critical part in the emotion construction process [28]. Words have also been found to act as cues for retrieving situations from our episodic memory [29]. Moreover, psychological theories also suggest that particularly emotional words are used in our brain as cues for situations [30]. Words are also the key instruments in co-constructing emotions [31]. Considering the above findings in psychology, emotion words should be explicitly and systematically applied in the elicitation of emotional requirements. Emotion words and expressions have been organized into big corpuses, from where they can be retrieved for emotion recognition in requirements elicitation, as well as for emotion construction within human-computer interactions.

We will next outline some of the application areas where the theory of constructed emotion could be applied in requirements engineering in the first place.

One of the application areas are interactive digital narratives (IDN) [32]. A good archetypal case study of constructing situation-based emotions by IDNs is the simulation game Princess Maker2 (PM2) [31] where the player takes the role of the father who raises her daughter to the age of 18. At the end of the game, the daughter starts her working life, whereby the kind of work she does, how much talent she has for it, her marital life, and her overall happiness all depend on the actions by the player - “father”. For simplicity, the events of the game take part in medieval Europe. The Princess Maker 2 provides a good example of how, among other things, emotions constructed within particular situations influence the career path and marital life of the “daughter”. For example, working in the woods builds her strength and constitution, but decreases her emotional satisfaction and social reputation. On the other hand, the character will get stressed and sick, if she is working too much or is overwhelmed by social interactions. Practical usefulness of this kind of game has been well expressed by Elisa Mekler: "...soon the experience reminded me of what it’s like to supervise PhD students, and how academia often promotes overworking oneself and min-maxing. PM2 coincidentally taught me to pay attention to students’ wellbeing and work-life balance, despite an academic system that only “rewards” productivity". Systematic elicitation and representation of requirements for IDNs of this kind should explicitly consider different life situations along with the emotions constructed by and within these situations. As another example about the elicitation of emotional requirements for IDNs, the paper [33] describes how requirements for IDNs can include colours standing for emotions. In the given case [33], the colours for emotions were obtained from two synesthetes who are more sensitive to colours compared to the mainstream population [34]. A relevant related application area is serious games, such as Aspergion described in [35], which is a multiplayer online role play game that promotes respect for people with Asperger’s
syndrome. The third application area consists of applications that make use of the psychological mirror technique [31], which are rooted in emotion co-construction by the conversation partners [31]. One example of such applications is the “emotions mirror” - an affective interface that engages the user in a process of conceptualisation of their emotional state [36]. Other examples of this kind are emotionally-aware chatbots.

Emotional requirements are very important in systems and applications targeted at sensitive groups of the population, such as older adults and adolescents. Considering this, we have explicitly elicited and represented emotions to be constructed by older adults and other stakeholders in the “Pilots for Healthy and Active Ageing” project, where an ecosystem of applications is developed for older adults. Using a similar method, we have explicitly elicited and represented emotional requirements for apps supporting physical activities among adolescents [37]. Such apps should explicitly consider different situations where adolescents can be, such as moving in groups, to determine the emotions that should be constructed or suppressed in situations of this kind. Likewise, considering emotions that should be constructed or suppressed among the users and other stakeholders is crucial for designing and developing robotic applications for older adults and other groups.

In healthcare applications, it also matters a lot which emotions are constructed for the stakeholders. One of such approaches [38] represents emotional requirements by a method informed by the theory of constructed emotion for two e-health applications, which have been retrieved along with the relevant functional and quality (i.e., non-functional) requirements.

This section has provided preliminary answers to the second research question that was stated in Section I.

IV. METHODS AND TOOLS

We stated in Section I that words are crucial in emotion construction by a human brain. Precisely for this reason, the methods of requirements engineering informed by the theory of constructed emotion should enable elicitation and representation of emotional requirements by emotion words. One of such approaches is the motivational goal modelling [39], [40], which attaches word-based emotional requirements along with the quality requirements to the functional requirements as the corresponding functional goals, quality goals, and emotional goals. An advantage of this approach is a holistic representation of functional requirements, quality requirements, and emotional requirements within one hierarchical structure - goal tree. Second, elicitation of emotional requirements should be based on situations for which the requirements are elicited. Situations can be initially captured by the corresponding motivational scenarios proposed in [39], where the emotional aspects are represented by emotional descriptions of the scenarios [39]. After that, such preliminary descriptions of emotional requirements should be transformed into more fine-grained representations of situations as emotionally enriched storyboards, scenarios and process models.

In this section, we have offered a preliminary answer to the third research question that was stated in Section I.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we first presented an overview of how theories of emotion have evolved from theories of basic emotion to appraisal and dimensional theories and finally to the theory of constructed emotion. We formulated three research questions and offered in the corresponding sections of the paper preliminary answers to these questions. Based on the answers provided, we can draw for this paper the following conclusions:

- The advantages of grounding the elicitation of emotional requirements in the theory of constructed emotion are relating emotions to be constructed by software to the situations the software is meant to be used;
- The requirements that have been elicited by explicitly considering the theory of constructed emotion can be applied in designing interactive digital narratives and sociotechnical systems for various problem domains;
- The theory of constructed emotion can be supported by the practical methods and tools that support explicit usage of emotion words as emotional cues for situations and support describing situations and ascribing emotional qualities to situations.

Further research should enlarge and deepen the preliminary answers to the research questions provided here and should also validate the answers by real life case studies. We are planning to work out a visual design environment enabling to model situations along with their functional, quality and emotional goals. This design environment will be paired with a corpus of words and expressions referring to emotionally loaded situations to be created by utilizing natural language processing.
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